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CASES IN PUBLIC HUMAN RESOURCE MANAGEMENT is a collection of 30 actual case studies

(with only names changed) with an emphasis on the social and ethical concerns of public managers

as well as the impact of 9/11 on the field.
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This book was good for understanding possible real life scenarios as a manager, so it was good for

analyzing situation and coming up with viable solutions. I loved that the stories were short and to the

point, not wasting my time on fluff, so yes, I would recommend it. My professor did have us use it

every week to write a paper...

This was a great book of case studies I used for a human resources management class. A lot of the

cases were actually pretty interesting to read about. The only downside was that it left a hanging

conclusion after each case so that you wouldn't know the end result, but that wasn't too bad since it

left room for discussion in class. I would highly recommend this book.

I used this casebook for the first time in a graduate-level public sector human resource management

course in the Spring of 2007. I essentially structured the course around the case studies, using a

basic survey text as a supplement. The student response was strongly positive. I had them do

weekly writing assignments based on the cases, and we started each class meeting by discussing



the cases. This approach made the subject matter much more real and practical to the students,

and as a result they all excelled. If I have any criticisms of the book, they are: 1) many of the cases

that are labeled as something other than a disciplinary matter are actually disciplinary matters. So

there is less variety to the cases than a look at the table of contents indicates. 2) For such a slim

book, the price tag is quite high!

I had to use this book as a companion for Human Resource Management in Public Service. This

little book adds some interesting and challenging insights into the challenges of HR management in

public service agencies.

This text offered 30 thought provoking topics for the pending manmager.There were things I hadnt

considered and things I added to with my experiences.Good brief reads, Readers Digest styles

The book is in good condition. It definitely shows some wear. It has been scribbled in and

highlighted. From what I can tell, the highlighting has no pattern to it. Just stuff the first owner found

to be 'worthy'. That I will have to work around. Otherwise, it showed up on time.

A collection of a cases demonstrating the legal labyrinth human resources departments navigate. If

there's one point to be had from this collection it is staffing an HR department with educated, trained

and competent specialists is not only necessary, but will save an organization time and money (and

legal proceedings)

This book helped me see the different true cases regarding national issues such as race

discrimination. Helpful also in writing my midterm essay. I would have benefited widely from reading

the true outcomes of each case cited in this book.
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